
Spelling Words and Sentences
List E-7:  Plural Nouns

1.  monkeys The scientist studied the monkeys in their natural habitat.

2.  knives The blades of those kitchen knives need to be sharpened.

3.  thieves That area was well known for being saturated with common thieves.

4.  tomatoes There is nothing better than homegrown tomatoes in a summer salad!

5.  oxen The oxen were strong and healthy animals, so they fetched a high price at the market.

6.  addresses The school campus was so large that it actually had several addresses.

7.  puppies Newborn puppies must stay with their mother until they are old enough for adoption.

8.  families Every Sunday, the families would gather together and distribute food to the needy. 

9.  roofs In many African village communities, people build simple homes with thatched roofs. 

10. radios Radios emit unpleasant static if they cannot pick up a strong enough signal. 

11. potatoes Did you know there are more than 4,000 varieties of native potatoes in the world?

12. geese My father always gets frustrated when the geese make a mess on the golf course. 

13. loaves The baker arranged the fresh loaves of bread in the display case to tempt customers.

14. batteries I cannot believe that toy requires so many batteries in order to operate!

15. shelves The pantry shelves in the kitchen were lined with a large collection of herbs and spices.

16. wives The wives gathered together in the living room, laughing, chatting, and drinking tea. 

17. pennies Kayla found three shiny pennies on the ground and put them in her pocket for luck. 

18. bakeries Nina always knows about the best bakeries in the city; she has quite a sweet tooth!

19. lenses The sunglasses my cousin bought yesterday had one of the lenses fall out already!

20. intestines The boy learned the importance of the stomach and the intestines in human digestion.

21. explorer Gregory spent the hot summer days pretending to be a brave explorer in a new land.

22. quarter Mom let Casey put a quarter into the gumball machine to retrieve his yummy treat.

23. porch My mother and father love to sit on the porch and drink their coffee in the mornings. 

24. criteria I don't believe the judges are using fair criteria to assess the performers' auditions. 

25. alumni The school will host its annual “alumni weekend” this month 
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